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Although it is widely agreed that learning the syntax of natural languages involves acquiring structure-dependent rules, recent work on acquisition has nevertheless attempted to characterize the outcome of learning primarily in terms of statistical generalizations about surface distributional information. In this paper we investigate whether surface statistical knowledge or structural knowledge of English is used to infer properties of a novel language under conditions of impoverished input. We expose learners to artificial-language patterns that are equally consistent with two possible underlying grammars—one more similar to English in terms of the linear ordering of words, the other more similar on abstract structural grounds. We show that learners’ grammatical inferences overwhelmingly favor structural similarity over preservation of superficial order. Importantly, the relevant shared structure can be characterized in terms of a universal preference for isomorphism in the mapping from meanings to utterances. Whereas previous empirical support for this universal has been based entirely on data from cross-linguistic language samples, our results suggest it may reflect a deep property of the human cognitive system—a property that, together with other structure-sensitive principles, constrains the acquisition of linguistic knowledge.

A central goal of linguistics is to provide a formal characterization of human knowledge of language. It has long been argued that this knowledge crucially involves rules that refer to abstract structure rather than surface word order (1–3). One classic example is the relationship between English declarative and interrogative sentences. Although in many cases a rule forming the interrogative from the declarative could simply change the surface position of the auxiliary verb, the full range of English facts can only be captured by a rule making reference to the structural position of the auxiliary. For example, to generate the correct interrogative for complex declaratives such as “The man who is a fool is amusing” and “The man who is a fool who is amusing,” a rule referring to the superficial surface position of the auxiliary—for instance, leftmost or rightmost—will not do. Rather, the rule must pick out the auxiliary in the main clause. Because these complex cases are relatively rare, language learners could initially entertain a surface-based rule before converging on the structure-based alternative. Interestingly, though, children acquiring English do not seem to do this, suggesting that structure-based generalizations are preferred from the very start (4).

The idea that explaining the syntax of natural languages requires abstract structure—and that learners posit structure-based generalizations early in the acquisition process—has been challenged from multiple angles. For example, simple recurrent networks trained on English input can replicate correct interrogative ordering patterns, suggesting that surface-based generalizations may be sufficient to characterize linguistic knowledge (5, 6) (but see refs. 7–9 on shortcomings of these models). Recent efforts at modeling the acquisition of complex syntactic phenomena argue that learners need not prefer structure-dependent rules to acquire them (10, 11).

More generally, the claim that knowledge of language centrally involves tracking and storing surface distributional information—such as the frequencies of word sequences (“chunks”)—has been made by proponents of constructivist (12, 13), use-based (14, 15), and statistical learning (16, 17) approaches. A central tenet of construction grammar, for example, is that “what you see is what you get” (18); in other words, structure-based rules and abstract representations are eschewed wherever possible in favor of surface-based generalizations. This is consistent with recent claims that language acquisition, production, and comprehension rely primarily on sequential information rather than hierarchical structure (19, 20). This perspective also offers an explanation for cross-linguistic variation; aside from general constraints on the cognitive mechanisms involved (18, 21), language-specific patterns in the input should be the major determinant of what is learned. Indeed, the surface diversity exhibited by the world’s languages has been used to support a closely related claim, namely, that there are no (nondenominational) universal characteristics of language (22, 23). This is in contrast to a view that proposes a set of universal design features of language—such as structure-dependence—that delimit the set of generalizations that learners entertain (24, 25).

In sum, these alternative approaches emphasize either that:

(i) the outcome of learning is structure-based and reflects inherent properties of the human linguistic system, or
(ii) the outcome of learning is surface-based and reflects the inherent ability of learners to track distributional information in the input.

These approaches are not mutually exclusive—learners may well represent both abstract structural and distributional information.

Significance

How humans represent aspects of the grammar of the languages they speak is a fundamental question in psychology and linguistics. Two kinds of proposals have been made: One posits abstract structural representations, while the other takes the relevant generalizations to be stated over surface statistical regularities from data learners are exposed to. Our results, based on artificial language learning experiments, show that language learners, when confronted with a new linguistic system, systematically privilege structural similarity to their native language over surface statistical similarity. We propose that the relevant structural bias is one that prefers word order and meaning to line up in a particular way.
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Furthermore, the issue of whether language acquisition involves statistical learning is distinct from the nature of the representations acquired (10, 26, 27). Nevertheless, the two approaches have distinct null hypotheses, and here we directly pit their predictions against one another experimentally. In particular, we provide evidence that, when given ambiguous input data from a miniature artificial language, learners’ grammatical inferences make use of structure—rather than surface-based knowledge (see ref. 28 for converging evidence in a different domain). In particular, they show a strong preference for word orders consistent with an abstract structural property found in English, even though these orders have much lower probability according to the sequential statistics of English. Moreover, this preference comports with a generalization from language typology [Greenberg’s Universal 20 (29)] that has been the focus of important work in syntactic theory but has not previously received experimental support. We argue that our results can be explained by an underlying cognitive constraint enforcing an isomorphism in the mapping between semantics and surface word order via hierarchical syntax.

**Surface Order, Semantic Scope, and Universal 20**

The classic case of interrogative inversion concerns structure dependence of displacement rules, but the same issues about how grammatical knowledge is represented arise in the phenomenon of basic word order: Is knowledge of word order represented in terms of surface frequencies computed over linear strings of words (or their categories), or is it derivative of the abstract structural relations that the words enter into?

To investigate this, we first describe a core relevant concept from linguistics: scope. In a number of linguistic domains, semantic composition and surface word order are linked through the notion of scope. For example, derivational morphemes (which change the meaning of a word) are typically placed closer to the root noun than inflectional morphemes (which provide grammatical information). This reflects scope: In a complex word like *neighborhood*, the inflectional affix –s semantically combines with (pluralizes) not the root *neighbor alone, but the root and derivational morpheme –hood together. Inflectional morphemes scope over, and are hence ordered more peripherally than derivational affixes. More generally, fixed orderings of morphemes (e.g., tense markers), nominal modifiers (e.g., adjectives), and verbs (in verbal complexes such as “might have been”) in a given language have been argued to reflect semantic scope (30–34).

Here we focus on a cross-linguistic generalization about the ordering of nominal modifiers, Universal 20 (U20), first postulated in ref. 29 on the basis of 30 languages and subsequently supported by larger controlled samples (341 languages). According to U20, the order of demonstratives (words such as *this* and *that*), numerals (e.g., *three* or *six*) and adjectives (e.g., *red* or *big*) is constrained as follows.

**U20 (as restated in Cinque, ref. 33)**

In prenominal position the order of demonstrative, numeral, and adjective (or any subset thereof) conforms to the order *Dem-Num-Adj*.

In postnominal position the order of the same elements (or any subset thereof) conforms to either the order *Dem-Num-Adj* or to the order *Adj-Num-Dem*.

For example, in English all three categories are prenominal (precede the noun) and conform to U20: *these two red cars* (Dem-Num-Adj-N) but not *red two these cars*. Indeed, this pattern is the only cross-linguistically attested order of all three modifiers before the noun†. When all modifiers are postnominal, two types of languages are attested: those using the mirror order of the prenominal pattern *cars red two these* (N-Adj-Num-Dem) [e.g., Thai (35)] and those maintaining the surface order found prenominally but placing the noun first, *cars these two red* (N-Dem-Num-Adj) [e.g., Kikuyu (29)]. However, there is a further striking asymmetry in the distribution of postnominal patterns. Languages with N-Adj-Num-Dem are much more frequent than languages with N-Dem-Num-Adj (~25:1). (Other orders are possible, where the N is medial, but we focus here on only the cases where N is to the left or the right of the entire sequence, the N-peripheral orders.)

Why do languages order nominal modifiers in these proscribed ways? We know independently that orders where the noun is peripheral (on the right or left edge of the phrase) are most common typologically (29) and strongly preferred by learners (36). However, this would not distinguish N-Adj-Num-Dem (typologically common) from N-Dem-Num-Adj (rare). One intriguing possibility is that Dem-Num-Adj-N and N-Adj-Num-Dem are most common precisely because these orders maintain an isomorphism between scope and surface order.

There are three converging sources of evidence, from three distinct approaches to investigating noun phrases, that the scope is universally Dem > Num > Adj—as shown in Fig. 1A: (i) Research on formal semantics motivates an analysis of adjectives as predicates that combine with the nominal predicate, numerals as functions from nominal predicates to countable units, and demonstratives as functions that map nominal predicates to individuals (37, 38), so that semantic type constraints enforce the scope relations; (ii) syntactic constituency tests show that adjectives are in a structural unit with the noun that they modify ([Adj N]), to the exclusion of the numeral, which in turn belongs to a hierarchically superior unit ([Num [Adj N]]) that excludes the demonstrative, giving a syntactic hierarchy isomorphic to semantic scope (39, 40); and (iii) typological and functionally oriented work proposes a metric of semantic closeness (iconicity) that places adjectives closest to the noun because they modify dimensions inherent to noun meaning, numerals further away because they do not modify such dimensions, and demonstratives yet further away because they serve to connect the internal material to the surrounding discourse (†, 41, 42). These three distinct traditions agree on the core scope relations.

These scope relations are typically represented as hierarchical structures (“trees”) as in Fig. 1B. Trees have applications in broader cognition (43), can capture the constituency tests just mentioned, and can be given a well-defined semantics (44). They do not, however, specify linear word order—this is derived from the hierarchical structure by a mapping principle collapsing a 2D tree to a unidimensional string: Each binary branching of a node \(\{X, Y, Z\}\) can be linearized in one of two ways, \(Y-Z\) or \(Z-Y\), giving eight orders for the four hierarchically ordered categories Dem, Num, Adj, and N (as shown in Fig. 2). Only two orders conform to this transparent scope-order mapping and are N-peripheral.

---

†Dryer M. On the order of demonstrative, numeral, adjective and noun: An alternative to Cinque. Talk presented at Theoretical Approaches to Disharmonic Word Orders, May-June 2009, Newcastle University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom.
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the notion of poverty of the stimulus that is hypothesized but its structure a new language in a way that withholds critical evidence about requiring learners to generalize from ambiguous evidence (48 edge, we conducted an artificial language learning experiment

Experiment 1 Design, Procedure, and Hypotheses. A growing body of research uses laboratory language learning studies to investigate adult learners’ knowledge of language, with results that converge with typology and natural language acquisition (see refs. 46 and 47 for reviews of this literature). To test whether learners’ inferences are guided more strongly by structural or distributional knowledge, we conducted an artificial language learning experiment requiring learners to generalize from ambiguous evidence (48–50). In this paradigm, learners are presented with examples from a new language in a way that withholds critical evidence about its structure—concretely instantiating in an artificial language the notion of poverty of the stimulus that is hypothesized but controversial for natural language. At test, learners must generalize to held-out data that will disambiguate the alternative hypotheses. In experiment 1, participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions (Table 1). Each condition featured a subset of noun modifiers, and training provided deterministic evidence that these modifiers were postnominal in the language (unlike English). Learners were told that the language was similar to English—English lexical items were used (following ref. 51; Materials and Methods)—but they would notice some differences. During training, English phrases were presented orthographi-
cally, and learners heard an informant produce a translation. For example, in condition 1 the English phrases purple vase or those shoes might be displayed on-screen, and the translations “vase purple” (N-Adj) or “shoes those” (N-Dem) would be heard. Crucially, however, no phrase contained more than a single modifier, and therefore no evidence for the relative ordering of modifiers was provided. At test, participants were required to infer, based on the impoverished evidence received during training, the relative ordering of the modifiers.

If learners have an implicit preference for modifier orders that can be derived directly from the semantic scope relations, then they should infer N-Adj-Dem (condition 1), N-Num-Dem (condition 2), and N-Adj-Num (condition 3). By contrast, if learners privilege surface distributional information—for example, operationalized in terms of transitional probabilities (TPs)—the opposite predictions hold. English-speaking learners should infer N-Dem-Adj (condition 1), N-Dem-Num (condition 2), and N-Num-Adj (condition 3). This is because, for example, the probability that an Adj such as green is preceded by a Dem such as this is much higher than the probability that this is preceded by green (and, more generally, \( P(Adj|Dem) > P(Dem|Adj) \)). This can be verified using data from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (52), which show that, for each combination of modifiers, the probability of the canonical English ordering (e.g., Dem-Adj) is higher than the reverse (e.g., Adj-Dem) (see Figs. S1–S3 and Tables S1 and S2 for TP estimates and raw frequencies). Another way to think about the sequential similarity of phrases such as vase this green to English this green vase is in terms of chunks (word sequences); there is a chunk present in the former that is also present in latter (i.e., two green). By comparison, there is no such chunk in common between vase green this and English this green vase.

To summarize, the data learners are exposed to—phrases with a single modifier—are ambiguous between two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: The generating grammar is one that can be de-

erived from English by placing the noun at the beginning of the phrase—that is, the order is surface-identical to English except the noun comes first.

Hypothesis 2: The generating grammar is one whose order is isomorphic to the semantic scope but has left-branching di-

rection as opposed to right-branching—that is, the order can be derived directly from the scope, but in the reverse order from English (Fig. 2).

To determine which hypothesis learners have inferred, disambiguating choices are presented at test. In condition 1, for example, N-Dem-Adj is generated by hypothesis 1, whereas N-Adj-Dem is generated by hypothesis 2. Two distractor choices are also presented, featuring prenominal modifiers not consistent

![Fig. 2. The eight scope-isomorphic linearizations, or surface orders, in which the constituency determined by the semantics is preserved (as shown by the colored squares). The first and last two orders are N-peripheral and typologically most common.](image)

(Dem-Num-A-N and N-A-Num-Dem). These are the two most common orders. Additional N-peripheral orders cannot be derived directly from the scope—they are nonisomorphic to the scope. These orders do not violate the mapping principle, but instead reflect language-specific displacement rules modifying isomorphic linearizations. For example, the alternative N-peripheral order for postnominal modifiers is N-Dem-Num-Adj. This can be derived from Dem-Num-Adj-N by a rule that moves N to the left edge. An analogous rule for moving N to the right edge would derive Adj-Num-Dem-N from Adj-Num-Dem-N. [Some theories posit a leftward but not rightward analog of this kind of operation (45); this restriction has been used to rule out the unattested order Adj-Num-Dem-N (33).]

To summarize, the claim is that N-Adj-Num-Dem and Dem-Num-Adj-N are typologically common because they are iso-
morphic to the underlying scopal structure. By contrast, orders such as N-Num-Dem-Adj and Adj-Num-Dem-N are noniso-
morphic and hence rare (or unattested). A preference for iso-
morphism during language learning could account for the strong
typological asymmetries and makes the following novel pre-
diction: It should be possible to infer the relative order of modifiers given only evidence of their individual placement rel-

ative to the noun. In other words, if a learner is exposed to N-Adj and N-Num phrases, she should implicitly assume that the rel-

ative order among modifiers is isomorphic to scope, yielding N-Adj-Dem. This is precisely what we test here, by training English-speaking learners on a subset of phrases in a new lan-

duage and testing their inferences. However, an equally plausible alternative is that a learner under these conditions will transfer her knowledge of the sequential statistics of English to the new lan-

duage. In this case, upon hearing N-Adj and N-Dem, knowl-

dge that Dem precedes Adj in English will lead to an inference of N-Dem-Adj—an order that is nonisomorphic to the scope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary of conditions (experiment 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Adj, Dem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Num, Dem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Adj, Num)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with training. (An example testing trial in condition 1 can be seen in Fig. S4.)

Results. The average proportion of trials on which participants chose the scope-isomorphic order in each condition is shown in Fig. 3 (see Fig. S5 for individual subject results). In all three conditions, participants reliably chose this order over the alternative that is more surface-similar to English, suggesting that they systematically infer hypothesis 2. The effect is most dramatic in the {Adj, Dem} condition, in which the scope-isomorphic order was chosen over 90% of the time ($M = 0.94, \hat{\beta} = 8.39, P < 0.01$). This preference was reliable, although weaker, for {Num, Dem} ($M = 0.70, \hat{\beta} = 3.43, P < 0.01$) and N-Adj-Num ($M = 0.75, \hat{\beta} = 5.33, P < 0.01$). These results suggest a scope-order preference that is strong but potentially dependent on the structural (i.e., scopal) distance of the modifiers in question (the preference for {Adj, Dem} was clearly strongest; $\hat{\beta} = 1.8, P = 0.02$). If the underlying structure of the noun phrase is as shown in Fig. 1, Dem and Adj are relatively far apart (the former taking widest scope, the latter most narrow scope), whereas Num and Dem, and Adj and Num, are respectively closer together. The notion of structural distance has been independently used to explain differences in acceptability of adjective orders [e.g., switching the order of two adjectives that are hypothesized to be structurally distant, as in the green fascinating truck, is worse than reversing two that are relatively close, as in the green small truck (55)].

Experiment 2

Design, Procedure, and Hypotheses. A preference for surface order that is isomorphic to underlying scope should function as a high-level macroparameter (24) or overhypothesis (56) about the noun phrase as a whole. If this is the case, then any strong preference relevant to a subset of modifier types might lead learners to immediately infer hypothesis 2, and therefore postulate a scope-conforming mapping from structure to linear order for all modifiers. Experiments 2a and 2b test this hypothesis by training participants on all three modifier types of interest (Dem, Num, and Adj) and observing whether under these conditions a strong preference for scope-isomorphic ordering of Adj and Dem leads to conformity for other modifier orderings (i.e., those that showed only a weaker scope preference in experiment 1). As in experiment 1, training provided deterministic evidence that modifiers were postnominal in the language (e.g., leaves three, ribbon blue, bowl this), but no evidence for the relative ordering among modifier types was provided. At test, participants were required to infer, based on the impoverished evidence they received during training, both the ordering of phrases with all subcombinations of two modifiers (experiment 2a) and phrases with all three modifiers (experiment 2b).

Results. The results of these experiments, shown in Fig. 4, again reveal a clear preference for the scope-isomorphic order, both for phrases with each combination of two modifiers and for phrases with all three modifiers. In experiment 2a, learners choose the scope-conforming order on average more than 85% of the time for two-modifier phrase types ($\hat{\beta} = 5.84, P < 0.01$, with no significant differences among phrase types). In experiment 2b, this result is replicated (collapsed across all two modifier phrase types, $\hat{\beta} = 5.94, P < 0.01$) and extended to phrases in which all three modifier types are simultaneously present ($\hat{\beta} = 9.47, P < 0.01$).

Discussion

The relative contribution of abstract structural versus surface-based knowledge was investigated using a series of experiments on word order learning in an artificial language. Learners were trained on noun phrases with a single postnominal modifier (N-Dem, N-Num, or N-Adj) and had to infer, based on that evidence alone, the relative order among modifiers. The orders they chose were crucially different in terms of similarity to English. One order—N-Dem-Num-Adj—was very similar to English in terms of surface sequential properties; although the modifiers were postnominal, the order among them was identical to English. The alternative order—N-Adj-Num-Dem—had a much lower surface similarity to English but preserved the semantic scope relations among modifiers. Learners consistently preferred the latter order, suggesting that structural knowledge trumps distributional knowledge of English when learners make inferences about a new language system.

Could the preference for N-Adj-Num-Dem be explained by a (conscious) strategy by learners to simply “reverse” the English order? The idea that such strategizing may occur applies quite generally to artificial language learning experiments and deserves further study. However, there are two reasons why this is not a likely explanation for our results. First, if this were a general strategy, we would not expect to see results depend on the set of modifiers in the phrase—as in experiment 1. By contrast, structural distance between modifiers does predict this possibility. Second, it is not at all obvious why a reversal strategy would actually be preferred over one that maintains surface identity to

---

1 All statistical models of the data used Bayesian mixed-effects logistic regression, with random intercept terms for participants and items. Fixed effects were sum-coded. Models were fit using the R package MCMCglmm (53), with a weak informative prior on the fixed effects similar to that suggested by ref. 54, and $P$ values estimated by Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling.
English but simply places the noun first. The theory we have provided here offers an explanation for why N-Adj-Num-Dem should be preferred, but only under the hypothesis that underlying structural representations are driving performance, not conscious strategizing. Another possibility is that learners choose the order that is most surface-dissimilar to English because they know they are learning a non-English language (57). However, previous studies of laboratory language learning (36, 58), as well as the rich body of literature on native-language transfer effects in second-language acquisition (59–61), suggest that learners acquire rules (e.g., of word order) more easily when they are similar to English and make errors reflecting extension of English patterns to a new language. The main motivation for the experiments conducted here was to determine what notion of similarity—surface-based or structural—is more likely to influence learning.

The results of these experiments show that, when they are pitted against one another, structural rather than distributional knowledge is brought to bear most strongly in learning the syntax of a new language. This sheds light on the representations encoded in the adult grammar and how these affect learning; noun phrase structure is likely represented not primarily in terms of linear order, but rather in terms of hierarchical relations encoding semantic scope. The particular notion of structural knowledge we have suggested involves the mapping between a hierarchy of semantic relations among elements in the noun phrase, and how that hierarchy is linearized by the syntax to derive a surface word order. Our results leave open how such knowledge is learned and whether it is encoded probabilistically or categorically. For learners in our experiment, this knowledge could have been derived from English or could reflect a more general cognitive bias leading learners to prefer isomorphic mappings from scope to surface order. If the structural preference learners apparently bring to our task reflects not (only) knowledge of English, but a general bias favoring isomorphic mapping between semantics and surface order, then this would provide, to our knowledge, the first evidence that the statistical aspect of Greenberg’s U20 (that N-Dem-Num-Adj orders are rarer than N-Adj-Num-Dem orders) is unlikely to be explained by historical or other cultural factors alone (22, 23) but rather is emergent from a property of the linguistic system.

Materials and Methods
The experiments were implemented as a web-based translation task and were completed by 160 native English-speaking adults (32 in each condition of experiment 1 and 32 in each of experiments 2a and 2b) through Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowd-sourcing service that matches interested participants with available tasks. Participants were given either $0.50 or $0.75 for their participation (depending on the length of the experiment). Experiment 1 lasted ~10 min, and experiment 2 lasted ~15 min.

Participants were told that they would be learning a language similar to English but that they would notice some differences. The lexicon of the language was composed of English words; 30 nouns, 10 adjectives (including color, texture, and composition), 10 numerals (1–10), and 4 demonstratives (“this,” “that,” “these,” and “those”) (see Table S3 for full lexicon). During training participants heard only a subset of the possible items in the larger lexical categories (noun, adjective, numeral). Thus, generalization to novel lexical items was required. In all conditions and across both experiments modifiers followed the noun rather than preceding it, as in English. For experiment 1, participants heard only those modifier types relevant for their condition; in experiment 2, participants heard all modifier types. During training, participants saw phrases composed of a single modifier and a noun (15 of each type, totaling 30 trials in experiment 1 and 45 in experiments 2a and 2b) and heard an informant translate them aloud. They were then required to choose which among two options corresponded to what they had heard by clicking on a button containing one of two “translated” phrases. The two phrase options were always N-Mod and Mod-N but the position in which they appeared (left or right) was randomized.

At test, participants were told that they would be given phrases to translate that might be like the ones they heard during training or might be longer. Participants heard both old (heard during training) and new (never heard during training) lexical items. For experiment 1, the test was composed of 20 trials with single modifiers (10 of each type) and 30 trials with two modifiers (10 of each combination). For experiment 2b testing trials were composed of 30 single-modifier (10 of each type) and 48 two-modifier (16 of each combination) trials. For experiment 2b, testing trials were composed of 30 single-modifier, 30 two-modifier, and 20 three-modifier trials. On each trial, participants saw one of the phrases and had to choose its translation from among a set of options. The position of the options was randomized. For single-modifier trials, the options were identical to those provided during training (N-Mod and Mod-N). For two- and three-modifier trials, four options were given: two prenominal orders and two postnominal orders. The prenominal orders, which served as distractors because they were not consistent with the training, were Dem-Num-Adj-N and Adj-Num-Dem-N, or a subset with two of the modifiers. The two postnominal orders were the critical options—the scope-isomorphic order (N-Adj-Num-Dem or a subset) and the typologically rare (but more English-like) alternative (e.g., N-Dem-Num-Adj or D-Num-Adj-N). The relative proportion of these two orders chosen is analyzed here. Subjects who consistently chose orders not consistent with their training were removed (eight total).
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